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Abstract

We introduce a software tool to simulate multiscale models: the Multiscale Coupling Library and Environment 2 (MUSCLE 2). MUSCLE 2 is a component-based modeling tool inspired by the multiscale modeling and simulation framework, with an easy-to-use API which supports Java, C++, C, and Fortran. We present MUSCLE 2’s runtime features, such as its distributed computing capabilities, and its benefits to multiscale modelers. We also describe two multiscale models that use MUSCLE 2 to do distributed multiscale computing: an in-stent restenosis and a canal system model. We conclude that MUSCLE 2 is a notable improvement over the previous version of MUSCLE, and that it allows users to more flexibly deploy simulations of multiscale models, while improving their performance.
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1. Introduction

Multiscale modeling is a way to gain knowledge about complex systems by explicitly modeling the interaction between phenomena on different scales. It has had attention of diverse research fields [1], amongst others biomedicine [2], biology [3], physics [4], chemistry [5] and earth sciences [6]. The need for a general computational framework that is able to run these types of simulations is expressed by several authors [7–9].

The aspiration for distributed multiscale computing has given impulse to the Multiscale Coupling Library and Environment 2 (MUSCLE 2), which builds upon an earlier environment built by Hegewald et al. [10]. It is a portable and lightweight framework to implement and execute multiscale models, and if needed to run them on distributed resources. An overview of MUSCLE is shown in Figure 1.
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It assumes that a multiscale model is split into multiple coupled single scale submodels as proposed by the Multiscale Modeling and Simulation Framework [11–13], preceded by the Complex Automata theory [7, 8]. As a result, MUSCLE is a component-based framework, where each submodel has inputs and outputs that can be coupled in a general way. It recognizes that submodels execute on different temporal scales and keeps simulation time between submodels in sync when they communicate. So-called mappers apply scale bridging to in-transit data so that the submodels themselves really have a single scale without knowledge of other single scale models that may be part of the overall multiscale model.

From a runtime perspective on MUSCLE 2, the submodels may be written in Java, C, C++, or Fortran. Submodels may be implemented with OpenMP or MPI and only need MUSCLE (and consequently Java and Ruby) to be run on a node reachable with TCP/IP. Submodels themselves can be as computationally costly as needed. Within one simulation, one submodel could for instance use hundreds of cores on a supercomputer, whereas another may have to make use of GPU-computing, and yet another needs high I/O performance. Execution between distributed resources and bypassing of firewalls is made possible by the message forwarder MUSCLE Transport Overlay, which is developed and packaged with MUSCLE. This is a change from traditional model coupling toolkits such as CCaffeine [14, 15] or the Model Coupling Toolkit [16, 17], which are not focussed on multiscale modeling and do not tend to run in a distributed fashion.

In this contribution, we will describe the way in which a multiscale model can be implemented with MUSCLE 2 in Section 2, and what runtime options it possesses in Section 3, also in comparison with the original MUSCLE. Finally, Section 4 shows how it has been applied to a multiscale model of in-stent restenosis. MUSCLE 2 is publicly available at http://apps.man.poznan.pl/trac/muscle.

2. Coupling library

The foundations that MUSCLE is based on are described by the Multiscale Modeling and Simulation Framework (MMSF) [11–13] and their computational descriptions in the multiscale modeling language (MML) [13, 18]. To better understand further sections, we will shortly repeat the contents of the framework before we introduce the features of MUSCLE. The API of MUSCLE 2 as well as part of its implementation is derived from MUSCLE 1 [10], which was based on the Complex Automata theory [7, 8].

2.1. Theoretical background

At the end of the modeling stage, MMSF suggests that a multiscale model should be built up out of coupled single scale models, or submodels. Moreover, a multiscale model should have a notion of time, and the time of different submodels has to remain consistent. These single scale models should be dependent only on their input and output, and not of other single scale models. As a consequence, scale bridging has to be done between single scale models, to make sure that they receive data that are relevant on their scale. For example, a micro-submodel will usually not need to process data about the
entire domain, but only needs to receive a small portion of the domain to do its computations. The macro-submodel on the other hand should not concern itself with splitting up the data so that it exactly matches the domain of the micro-submodels. The inputs and outputs of submodels are coupled with so-called conduits.

Scale bridging methods can be applied to data that is being sent over the conduits, either with conduit filters for data transformation or time averaging or interpolation, or by mappers, which may combine the data of multiple conduits, and send multiple outputs. To make a model self-contained, sources and sinks may also be attached to conduits so that submodels can be tested in isolation or external data sources can be consulted. In the example of the micro-submodels and a macro-submodel, the macro-submodel would send its domain over a conduit. The domain would then be split into multiple subdomains in a model-specific way, and divided amongst the micro-submodels. These micro-submodels would send their data to a mapper again, which would combine their data into one dataset and send that as a single input to the macro-submodel.

2.2. Library

Developers can implement submodels of a multiscale model with the Java, C, C++, or Fortran API, or a combination thereof. Among them, the Java API is closest to the MUSCLE core and as such is the most expressive. It offers an API for sending and receiving any type of objects, advanced logging, output redirection, time manipulation, and formal MMSF constructs such as formal submodels, mappers, conduit filters, sources, and sinks. In complex topologies, simulation time can be manipulated to ensure that all submodels are processing at the correct simulation time. In C++, free-form submodels and mappers can be written, which can send and receive strings, arrays, matrices, maps and lists, and do logging and output redirection. For C and Fortran the functionality is similar but only arrays and strings can be sent and received. For C++, C, or Fortran an accompanying Java class can be written that handles the more advanced capabilities of MUSCLE, such as advanced data structures or time manipulation. For each of the functionalities, example code is provided with MUSCLE and documentation is provided on the public MUSCLE webpage\(^1\).

Only little code is needed to write a submodel or filter in MUSCLE, and it is straightforward to integrate in existing code, since only the send and receive statements are necessary to add. In Java, the statements to receive data from an input port \texttt{dataInput} and send it to a different port \texttt{dataOutput} would look like:

```java
double[] data = (double[])in("dataInput").receive();
out("dataOutput").send(data);
```

The names of the ports are arbitrary, but they will be used for the coupling in the next section. For more advanced type-checking, each port can be initialized beforehand with the respective Java classes they should receive.

Programming languages that do not have a MUSCLE 2 API, such as Ruby, Python or Scala, may make use of MUSCLE by writing an intermediate interface, at the sacrifice of slightly reducing portability and introducing dependencies to other software.

Compared to MUSCLE 1, the submodel implementation may be much more succinct, by handling certain default initialization methods in the runtime system. Especially the C++ code is much clearer, since it no longer requires use of the Java Native Interface. The C and Fortran routines are newly added. By separating the implementation and library part of MUSCLE 1, MUSCLE 2 now also does not confront the user with MUSCLE implementation details, such as the interface with the Java runtime environment in C or C++, or the Java Agent Development Environment (JADE) library in the Java code. A beneficial side-effect is that code written by users is less susceptible to breaking due to changes in the runtime environment. Additionally, integrating MUSCLE into existing code has thus been simplified.

\(^1\)MUSCLE 2 documentation: \url{http://apps.man.poznan.pl/trac/muscle/wiki/Documentation}
2.3. Configuration

The parameterization and setting up the coupling topology of the multiscale model is done in a Ruby file with MUSCLE helper classes. From the legacy of MUSCLE 1, this is called the CxA (Complex Automata) file. Any of the Ruby language features may be used to make the final coupling topology, for instance precomputing a mesh-like network, reading environment variables, or reading the topology from a separate file. Conduit filters are applied by adding them as an array to any conduit.

Parameters may be given as submodel local variables or as global variables, to make sure that all submodels use the same domain definitions for instance. Again, the file and thus the parameters may be scripted or precomputed. Time and space scales can be written in human readable terms (e.g., ‘2 hr’, ‘1 meter’) or in SI notation (e.g., ‘1 ps’, ‘4.8E-3 m’), without loss of precision.

If convenient, the Java classpath, library path, or the MPI executable can be specified in the configuration file. This will, however, make the configuration file partially dependent on the runtime environment. To make it more independent from the runtime environment, environment variables can be substituted in these paths.

An example of a configuration file is given below, with instances Macro and Micro coupled only from Macro to Micro.

```ruby
# instance name and class name
cxa.add_instance('Macro', 'nl.uva.cs.Macro')

# C++ submodels can use the MUSCLE NativeKernel that will manage the executable
cxa.add_instance('Micro', 'muscle.core.standalone.NativeKernel')

# Let the NativeKernel know where the executable is
cxa.env['Micro:command'] = ENV['MODEL_HOME'] + '/bin/micro'

# Set the time scales

cxa.env['max_timesteps'] = '2 hr'
cxa.env['Macro:dt'] = '4 min'
cxa.env['Micro:dt'] = '1 ms'
cxa.env['Micro:T'] = '1 s'

# Attach Macro.data_out to Micro.data_in

cxa.cs.attach('Macro' => 'Micro') {
  tie('dataOutput', 'dataInput')
}
```

3. Runtime environment

The runtime environment of MUSCLE 2 is portable and designed for distributed computing. Compared to the release of MUSCLE 1, MUSCLE 2 excels in portability, distributed computing, performance, and usability. It can be executed on a local machine or on supercomputers, through the command-line interface or with queueing systems [19]. Data transmission is decentralized so communication performance can be optimized by the user by running closely tied submodels on machines that are physically close. To launch a submodel or a set of submodels, the user runs the `muscle2` command. When this command is invoked, as shown in Figure 2, a Ruby script first parses the command-line arguments and evaluates the configuration file, passing a fixed coupling description to the MUSCLE core. One or more submodels are then started by a so-called Local Manager, which runs in the Java Virtual Machine. The tasks of the Local Manager are to check for error conditions within a single Java Virtual Machine and to listen for data connections. One so-called Simulation Manager per multiscale simulation acts as a white pages service and it is the only centralized component of MUSCLE. To limit its runtime overhead, results of queries to the Simulation Manager are cached by the Local Managers.
To keep submodels and their runtime behavior separated, each submodel is managed by its own instance controller. The instance controller registers itself with the Simulation Manager and handles any errors that a submodel might cause. The controller is also an intermediary for any messages that a submodel sends or receives. For C++, C, and Fortran submodels, the controller first converts data to Java objects and then sends it to other submodels. If necessary, it also starts the executable with the submodel, and checks if it keeps running. In the current implementation, each controller runs in its own thread, so that each submodel does its computations independently. Consequently, a limit to the number of threads in many operating systems (for example, a limit of about 2000 threads per process on OS X) causes the number of submodels per Local Manager to be restricted. For most purposes, where submodels do heavy calculations, this is not a problem, since the CPU-cores will be overtaxed far below this limit. However, for instance a network simulation of a multitude of very simple nodes might find it necessary to group several nodes into a single submodel to limit the number of created threads.

Exceptions in most parts of the system work fail-fast, so that if a submodel fails with an exception, all other submodels are also halted. The instance controller does this by notifying the Local Manager, all attached conduits, and the Simulation Manager, so that all submodels in the current Java Virtual Machine are halted, as well as attached submodels in other Java Virtual Machines. Submodels that are started after the exception occurred are notified by the Simulation Manager. The reason for this behavior is to limit the amount of runtime resources consumed after a part of the simulation has become invalid.

A few different paths of communication exist within MUSCLE. First of all, any messages within the same Local Manager are passed through shared memory, with a copy operation if needed to guarantee isolation of data of different submodels. Messages between one Local Manager and another use the serialization library MessagePack [20] over TCP/IP, because of its small encoding length and high speed. Between instance controllers and C/C++/Fortran submodels the XDR [21] serialization library is used, which has a higher computational overhead but is widely available, since it is installed with most *nix/BSD operating systems.

The dependencies for the runtime environment are Ruby and Java, to be installed on a node with a direct TCP/IP connection to the node that should be executed on. Installation is done with a single command, with only the CMake build tool and basic build environment required.

The command-line interface for MUSCLE is clean and simple. For instance, the command

```
muscle2 --main --allinstances --cxa model.cxa.rb
```
runs the Simulation Manager (\texttt{--main}) and a Local Manager with all instances (\texttt{--allinstances}) using the configuration file \texttt{model.cxa.rb} (\texttt{--cxa}).

3.1. Distributed computing

When heterogeneous or large scale computing is considered, distributed computing is an option. However, many HPC systems use a private IPv4 addressing scheme which is incompatible with direct communications between systems. Therefore, the MUSCLE Transport Overlay (MTO) is packaged with MUSCLE 2. The MTO is started on all systems that must participate in a simulation. Using a port-mapping technique, data transfers that are intended for different clusters are then forwarded by the MTO.

MTO relies on the ASIO (ASynchronous Input Output) subsystem of the Boost library. There is an ongoing effort to integrate MPWide [22] into the MTO to increase messaging speed between different clusters and to remove the dependency on Boost.

To facilitate cross-cluster simulations, MUSCLE is integrated with the QosCosGrid middleware stack [23]. This stack provides automation of the process of submitting cross-cluster simulations by: co-allocating resources on multiple sites (using the Advance Reservation mechanism); staging input/output files to/from every system involved in the simulation; managing the submission of sub-jobs; providing a locator service; and finally, allowing to have a peek at the current output of every submodel from a single location.

To run submodel Macro on node1 and Micro on node2 with the MTO, the following two commands are sufficient, given that the MTO has been set up:

\begin{verbatim}
node1$ muscle2 -mc model.cxa.rb --intercluster Macro
node2$ muscle2 --manager node1:9000 -c model.cxa.rb --intercluster Micro
\end{verbatim}

Here, the Simulation Manager is started only once, and other MUSCLE execution just specifies the managers location and port. If there is a direct TCP/IP connection between node1 and node2, the MTO is not needed, nor is the \texttt{--intercluster} argument.

3.2. Comparison with the previous version of MUSCLE

In contrast with the previous MUSCLE implementation, MUSCLE 2 is compatible with Ruby versions 1.8.7 and 1.9.x, and Java 6 and 7. The number of Java library dependencies has been drastically decreased. For instance, it does not rely on the Java Agent Development Environment (JADE) for its communication, which makes it possible to optimize communication protocols and serialization algorithms. In addition, without JADE, MUSCLE 2 has more control over the initialization and finalization of a simulation and does so with less overhead.

Unlike its predecessor, it does not use the Java Native Interface, since this proved much less portable and user-friendly than providing a separate C++ library. Moreover, this C++ library is compatible with MPI and OpenMP, which the JNI interface was not.

The build system has been generalized using CMake as an engine, and it is now customizable per site by simply setting environment variables. Likewise, runtime settings such as library paths are now recognized as environment variables by MUSCLE 2, to make it more customizable for middleware.

Quantitatively, the message latency of MUSCLE 2 is 45 times lower, at 15 $\mu$s, the message throughput is five times higher at 1.9 GiB/s, and the initialization and finalization overhead is 6.6 times lower at 0.68 seconds. The experiments for these results were conducted with a basic back-and-forth messaging Java code, sending messages with sizes from 1 kB to 8 MB, taking the minimum communication time as a latency and using a linear regression to get the throughput. Startup times are calculated by starting these submodels, let them send one empty message and quit. This was measured on an Apple iMac with a dual-core Intel i3 3.2 GHz processor.

MUSCLE 2 is also able to handle larger messages, up to a gigabyte, while MUSCLE 1 is not made to handle messages larger than 10 MB.
4. Use cases

Within the MAPPER project [24], at least four applications are successfully using MUSCLE 2: a cardiovascular biomedical model of in-stent restenosis (ISR3D) [25], a hydrological canal system model [26], a systems biology optimizer of a gene regulatory network, and a high-energy physics plasma simulator.

The model of in-stent restenosis couples, amongst others, smooth muscle cell proliferation in the coronary artery wall to the blood flow through the vessel [25]. This interaction is hypothesized to be associated to a restenosis after stenting [27]. The blood flow submodel code is highly parallelized using MPI, while the smooth muscle cell proliferation code is less scalable and uses OpenMP. It is successfully being run on distributed computing resources with MUSCLE 2 [28, 29]. Before MUSCLE 2, the model did run in specifically set up environments but not on e-Infrastructure in general.

Water management is a main concern in our modern society, in particular for water supply, electricity production and transport. The canal application simulates canal systems like irrigation canals or rivers by coupling canal segments together through water junctions. Due to the size of the canal system and the large variation of the flow, a fully resolved 3D free surface flow computation is not feasible and, thus, a multiscale computational approach is needed [26]. For example, some canal sections where the flow is stable can simply be modeled by a 1D shallow model, whereas other sections need a 3D free surface model to precisely capture the flow properties, such as studying the water behavior around a gate. With tools developed in the MAPPER project, notably MUSCLE 2, those different sections can be connected and easily executed on distributed grid infrastructure.

Each of these models have submodels with high computational demands, ranging from tens up to thousands of CPU cores. Moreover, they transfer messages with sizes from less than 1 MB up to 100 MB. In the case of ISR3D, the overhead of using MUSCLE 2 has been shown to be insignificant compared to the computational cost of the submodels [29].

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the design and features of the MUSCLE 2 coupling environment and reviewed its application in the multiscale modeling of in-stent restenosis and a canal system. MUSCLE 2 is based on the strong foundations of the multiscale modeling and simulation framework, as well as the multiscale modeling language. Because of MUSCLE 2’s modular setup, which clearly separates the API, the coupling, and the runtime environment, users can easily modify parts of a multiscale model in a plug and play fashion. A multiscale model, consisting of two or more coupled single scale models, can be conveniently deployed and executed on a set of distributed computing resources. We conclude that MUSCLE 2 is a valuable addition for multiscale modeling and simulation in cases where flexibility and performance are important, and especially when the multiscale model relies on two or more different simulation codes.
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